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The object of this paper is to show sufficient conditions of stochastic ob- 
aervability and controllability for nonlinear distributed parameter systems. 
The mathematical model considered here is first introduced in the form of 
nonlinear partial differential equations. The mathematical aspect of the existence 
and uniqueness of the solution is then developed. Precise definitions of both 
stochastic observability and controllability are given. Based on the definitions, 
several theorems are stated, giving sufficient conditions for stochastic ob- 
servability and controllability in the framework of functional analysis. Finally, 
comparative discussions between observability and controllability are developed. 
Applications of the general theory presented here to a class of diffusion systems, 
including the derivation of concrete forms of sufficient conditions, are also 
given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Among the many topics of interest in modern control theory, concepts of 
controllability and observability are of fundamental importance because they 
may be interpreted as necessary and sometimes as sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a solution to system control problems. Recently, there has been 
considerable ngineering interest in the development of controllability and 
observability criteria for distributed parameter systems modeled by a class of 
linear partial differential equations, based on a blending of functional analysis 
techniques or a direct method of obtaining the solution of system equations 
(Wang, 1964; Fattorini, 1966, 1967; Goodson, 1970). Many examples of distrib- 
uted parameter systems exhibit various kinds of nonlinear characteristics and 
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may operate in random environments. Our main concern in this paper is to 
answer the following three basic questions and to give sufficient conditions for 
the stochastic observability and controllability of nonlinear distributed param- 
eter systems: 
(1) Is it possible to construct a stable estimator which operates in the 
presence of random noise ? 
(2) Is it possible to evaluate the accuracy of the estimation i  the presence 
of random noise ? 
(3) Is it possible to transfer any initial state to the desired state, in some 
stochastic sense, by applying appropriate control input ? 
The system characteristics are formulated in terms of function space theory 
where the system state is considered to be an element of Le-space. The mathe- 
matical model of the nonlinear distributed parameter system considered is thus 
represented by the evolution equation in L2-space. For the application we have 
in mind, the time interval of control operation is always finite and the terminal 
time of control operation must be preassigned. Because of this and because we 
wish to unify a theory with a wide range of applications, the stochastic ontrol- 
lability will be defined by the conditional probability estimate of the L2-norm 
of the system state at the preassigned terminal time. 
Section 2 describes the mathematical model considered here and the theoretical 
aspects of the definition of admissible control. Section 3 contains the definition 
and basic theorems giving sufficient conditions for stochastic controllability. 
Section 4 discusses tochastic observability and includes theorems giving 
sufficient conditions for stochastic observability. Some indication is given in 
Section 5 of how the present theory relates to other controllability theory. 
Applications of the theory and sufficient conditions for stochastic ontrollability 
are shown in Section 6. 
2. MATHEMATICAL ~V~ODEL OF DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS 
Let G be a bounded omain of the n-dimensional Euclidean space ~ and let 
G and ~G denote the closure and boundary of G, respectively. Furthermore, 
let T be the time interval ]to, tj[. 
Consider a stochastic nonlinear partial differential equation defined on G: 
8u(t, x)/St = d(t ,  x; D~) u(t, x) dr h(t, x, u(t, "),fa(t, ")) + O(t, x, u(t, ")) 
(t, x) ~ T X G, (la) 
with the initial condition, 
u(to, x) = Uo(X), x ~ G, (lb) 
643/34/4-6 
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and the boundary condition, 
B~(t, x; D~) u(t, x) -= O, (t, x) e T × ~G, j = 1, 2, 3,..., d/2, (lc) 
where u(', ") is a scalar random field defined on T × (~. In (la), A(t, x: D~) is 
a linear partial differential operator on G of the form: 
A(t, x; D~) ~ Z a~(t, x) D~ ~, (2) 
I~l<a 
where D J  ~ = ~lkl/ex~l~x~2 ... ex~ and ak(t , x) (k = 1, 2 ..... d) are sufficiently 
smooth functions on G. The function h(t, x, . ,  ") is an operator-valued function 
on T × G representing the nonlinearity of a system. The function 0(., -, .) 
denotes the noise disturbance distributed on G (see Sunahara (1974), for more 
details). The functionfa(t , x) is a scalar functions defined on T × G representing 
the distributed control signal. In  (lb), uo(x ) expresses the sample value of 
u(to, x). In (lc), B~(t, x; Dx) is a linear partial differential operator on ~G of 
the form: 
Bj(t, x; D~) z~ ~, bkJ(t, x) D~ ~, j = 1, 2, 3,..., d/2, (3) 
lk1~bj 
where bk~(t, x) (k = 1, 2 ..... b~-) are sufficiently smooth functions on ~G. 
Let the system state u(t, x) and the distributed control signalfa(t, x) be square 
integrable in G at each time t E T. Consider the Hilbert space 3(Y o whose elements 
are denoted by u, v ..... fa • Let ~o and ~ be the function spaces defined, respec- 
tively, by 
~o ~ L2(G) (4) 
~ {u; u e 9ffo, A(t, x; D~)u ~ ~o,  Bj(t, x; D~)u = O, x ~ 3G, i = 1,2,..,d/2} (5) 
and ~q°(~ o , ~o) denote the totality of bounded linear operators from ~0 into ~0.  
The function space ~o becomes the Hilbert space endowed with the inner 
product (-, ")a~ ° defined by 
<u, v) o _a_ f .(x) v(x) a., eG 
for u, v E ~o.  The function space ~ is a dense of ~o and &o(Ygo, ~o) is a Banach 
space by ordinary operator norms. 
Considering h(t, x, ", ") as a nonlinear operator h(t, ", ") in ~o ,  the mathe- 
matical model (1) is represented by an ordinary differential equation in ~o:  
du(t)/dt = ACt ) u(t) + h(t, u(t), fa(t)) q- O(t, u(t)), t e T, (6a) 
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with the initial condition, 
U(to) = Uo ~ Yfo , (6b) 
where d(t)  is the restriction of d(t, x; D~) into ~. 
Although the differential equation (6) has no mathematical meaning with 
respect o the existence and uniqueness of the solution in the case where the 
correlation function between O(t) and O(s) is given by Dirac's delta functions, 
~(t, s), this difficulty will be removed by introducing the concept of stochastic 
differentials in ~o (Curtain and Falb, 1970). 
Assuming that there exists an ~(~o,  3¢o)-valued function ~b(., -) on T X ~o 
such that 0(') satisfies the following stochastic integral in ~o (Sunahara, 1974; 
Curtain and Falb, 1970): 
f* O(s, u(s)) ds : ft q~(s, u(s)) dw(s), (7) 
to to 
then the solution process of (6) is given by the following stochastic evolution 
equation in ~0 (Curtain and Falb, 1971; Kato, 1961): 
t 
,,(t) ,,(to) + f~o A(s) ,,(~) d~ + f~o t;(~, ,,(~)) d~ 
t 
+ f~ ~(s, u(s)) d~,(s), t ~ T, (8) 
to 
or, formally, we write 
du(t) ~- A(t) u(t) dt + ft(t, u(t)) dt + q~(t, u(t)) dw(t), (9) t 
with the initial condition, U(to) = u o ~ Yfo, where w(t) is the ~0-valued Wiener 
process defined by Curtain and Falb (1970) and h(t, u ( t ) )= h(t, u(t),fa(t)). 
Hence the weak solution of the partial differential equation (1) is obtained in the 
L2-framcwork under the assumption that the stochastic evolution equation (8) 
has a unique solution. Thus, our attention is focused on Eq. (8). 
DEFINITION 1. An ~o-valued stochastic process u(t) (t ~ T) is called the 
solution of the stochastic evolution equation (8), if the following conditions 
(C-l) to (C-5) are satisfied: 
(C-l) u(t) satisfies (8) w.p. 1. 
The  revised term due to the existence of a state-dependent oise term is neglected 
(Wong and Zakai, 1965). 
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(C-2) 
where 
(C-3) 
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u(t) is strongly continuous w.p. 1., i.e., 
Pr{l~wn I] u(t) -- u(s)lI~eo = 0} = 1, 
II " I1#o & (( ' ,  %eo)  li~. 
u(t) is strongly measurable relative to ~ for each t e T (Yoshida, 
1968), where o~ denotes the a-algebra generated by {w(s), s ~ [to, t]}. 
(C-4) u( t )~ for each t~T.  
(C-5) E{[] u(t)H~o0} ~ 0% (t 6 T), where E{'} expresses the mathematical 
expectation. 
The following hypotheses and the definition of the class of admissible controls 
are required to assert he existence of the unique solution of Eq. (8). 
(H- l)  A(t) generates an evolution operator (Kato, 1961), U(t, r)(t, -r ~ T) 
with the following properties: 
(i) U(t, -r) is strongly continuous in t and % where r -~ t. 
(ii) For any s, r, t f fTwhere  s ~r  ~t ,  
u(t, ,) = m(t, ~) u(~, s) 
and 
u(t, t) = x 
where I is an identity map. 
(iii) For any s, t E T (s % t) and for some constant K t ,  
li n ( t )  u(t, s)ll_~(~o,~O ~ K1/i t - -  s I, 
where II " [1~ denotes the usual operator norm (Yoshida, 1968). 
(iv) For any S t ~ T (s ~ t), U(t,s) is strongly differentiable in t and 
0 
~-i U(t, s) = n(t)  U(t, s). 
(H-2) Both/~ and.~ are strongly continuous in t. 
For any t ~ T and u, v ~ ~0 , the following relations hold 
II t;(t, u) - fi(t, v)ii~eo + II ,/,(t, u) - a,(t, v)L~Ueo..o) ~< K~ li ~ - -  ~' ll~e~, 
tl/7(t,-)tl~o + It ¢(t, ~ u)[1:~(~¢o,:¢0) ~ K)([I u/1~o ~- 1). 
(H-3) For each t ~ T,/7(t, -) maps 9 into itself. 
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(H -4) 
and 
For any t ~ T and u ~ 3~0, 
~(t, u) e i ff 9 ,  
sup LI A(t) qs(t, u) e~ [)g0 ~< Ks,  i = 0, 1, 2,..., 
teT 
where {ei, i = 0, 1, 2,...} denotes the complete orthonormal system in 3~ o
corresponding to the covarianee operator W of the increment of w(t) (Curtain and 
Falb, 1971). 
(H-5) u 0 is independent of{w(t) -- w(s), s, t e T, (s ~ t)}. 
The following definition gives the definition of admissible control in (1 a). 
DEFINITION 2 (Definition of admissible control). The distributed control fa 
is called the admissible control if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(C-6) For all t, fa(t) is strongly measurable relative to 4 -  
(C-7) fa(t) is strongly continuous in t E T. 
(C-8) As the function of the pair (t, u) ~ T × ~0,  fa is a Baire function 
satisfying the following conditions in ~0: 
Ilfd(t, u) --fa(t, v)Hw0 ~< Ca Ib u - v ]~e0, 
t 2 ~I/2 [IA(, u)ll~0 <~ G(1 + ~1 u ~eoj , 
where both C a and C2 are constants independent of t, u, and v. 
With hypotheses (H- l)  to (H-5) and Definition 2, the following theorem of 
existence of the solution of Eq. (8) is stated: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that hypotheses (H-l) to (H-5) hold. Then there exists 
a solution of the evolution (8) which is uniquely determined by the initial data in 
the sense that 
Pr{sup il u(t) -- v(t)[]~o 0 = 0} = 1, (10) 
t~T 
where u and v are solutions of Eq. (8) with the same initial data as given by (9b). 
The proof will be given in the Appendix. 
3. STOCHASTIC CONTROLLABILITY FOR DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS 
Since it is impossible to transfer exactly the distributed parameter system state 
to the preassigned terminal state, if the system state can be transferred into a 
properly defined neighborhood of the terminal state, then the distributed 
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parameter system under consideration is said to be stochastically controllable. 
Thus, the following definition may be easily understood. 
DEFINITION 3 (Stochastic ontrollability). An initial state u 0 of the non- 
linear distributed parameter system (8) is said to be stochastically controllable 
in probability 1 -- E with respect o a specified target neighborhood of utl with 
L2-norm 31/2, within the time interval [to, tl] , if there exists a control fa(t) such 
that the corresponding solution of Eq. (8) satisfies the conditional probability, 
Pr{li u(ts) - u~, II~o >~ ~ l U(to) = Uo} ~< ~, (11) 
where 0 <E < 1. 
In the sequel, for convenience of discussion, we set ut t = O. If ut~ ~ O, 
define v(t) = u(t) -- u~s and consider v(t) as the new state variable. 
THEOREM 2 (Sufficient conditions of stochastic controllability). The initial 
state of the distributed parameter system (8) is stochastically controllable in proba- 
bility 1 -- ~ with respect to a specified target neighborhood with L2-norm 81/~ 
within the time integral [to, tl] , if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(C-9) A nonnegative real functional V(t, u(t)) is defined within the time 
interval [t0, t l]. The functional V is continuously differentiable in t and twice 
Frdchet differentiable in ~o.  
(c-lo) 
respectively: 
The functional V satisfies the following initial and terminal conditions 
(12) 
(13) 
V(to, U(to)) ~< O~o II U(to)lb~o, 
2 V( t i ,  u) >~ ~ 11 u I1~o, 
where % and e¢I are constants uch that 0 ~ 8E ~ ecf/% . 
(C-11) A control fa(t) exists such that, along the trajectory obtained by 
Eq. (8), the following inequality holds (Curtain and Falb, 1970; Piech, 1969): 
dv  ~ ~v -- at + (A(t) u(t) + h(t, u(t),fa(t)), V ' )~ o 
q- ½ tr[q~*(t, u) WV"q~(t, u)] ~ 0, (14) 
where *, ', and" are adjoint, first, and second Frdchet derivatives, respectively, and 
tr[q~*(t, u) WV"q)(t, u)] ~ ~ hi@ i , ¢*(t, u) V"q~(t, u) ei)9,¢o, (15) 
i=o  
where {AI} are countably many eigenvalues for which Wei ~- hie i . 
(c-12) 
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For the given initial state u o , the following inequality holds: 
iI Uo [I}e o ~< ~se3/~o (16) 
Proof. Using the differential rule for stochastic differentials in J~0 (Curtain 
and Falb, 1970), it follows that 
g{V(t, u(t)) [ U(to) = Uo} ~< [/(to, Uo). (i7) 
This implies that the functional V is nonnegative supermartingale and V follows 
the well-known inequality, 
PrrV(ts, u(ts)} >~ A [ u(to) = Uo} ~< V(t o , uo)/A (18) 
for any A > 0. From condition (C-10), we have 
Pr{ll u(ts)il~o >~ ~ I U(to) -- Uo} ~< Pr{V(t s , u(ts)} >~ c 9 3 1U(to) - Uo} 
V(to, .o)/~* ~ ~. (t9) 
The proof has been completed. 
Although Theorem 2 is available for a sufficiently wide class of dynamical 
systems, the following theorem is appropriate for practical use. Instead of 
Eq. (8), consider the system equation given by 
du(t) = A(t) u(t) dt + g(t, u(t)) dt + C(t) f~(t) dt 
+ ¢,(t, u(t)) dw(t), t e T, (20) 
where C(t) is an ~cP(J~o, Y~o)-valued function on T, g(t, .) is a nonlinear operator 
in J~o, and @(t, u) is defined by 
@(t, u) Ul ~= u<v(t), ul>~eo, t ~ T (21) 
for some v(t) ~ ~o and for any u 1 ~ d~ o . 
THEOREM 3. An initial state of the distributed parameter system described by 
Eq. (20) is stochastically controllable in probability 1 -- e with respect to a preassigned 
target neighborhood with L2-norm 81/2 within the time interval [t o , tl] , if condition 
(C-12) and the following conditions are satisfied; 
(C-13) For the constants % and c 9 satisfying condition (C-12), the linear 
operator ~(t) defined by 
= + r2(t~, s) C(s) C*(s) c?*(ts s) ds] 5*(t, ts) (22) 
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is invertible and satisfies the following initial condition_: 
1[ ~)-l(to)H.~(~o,Seo) ~< %, 
where ~(', ") denotes the evolution operator (Kato, 1961) 
A(.) + ~ I[v(t)[l~eotr[W]l. 
(C-14) There exist an a~o-valued function q(t) and 
function R(t) on [to, ts] such that, for any u ~ ~o , 
C(t) q(t) 4- g(t, u) = --R(t)u 
and 
0-1(0 e(t)  + n*(t) ~)-l(t) ~ O. 
Proof. Let the distributed control signalfa(t ) be 
fa(t) ~ --½C*(t) O-l(t) u(t) 4- q(t), t e T. 
Define 
V(t, u(t)) .~ (u(t), (Q-l(t) u(t)>jeo , t ~ T. 
Then V satisfies condition (C-9). Noting that Q(t) satisfies 
d 
d-t O(t) = A(t) O(t) + O(t) A*(t) 
4- 1] v(t)l]}eo tr[W] O(t) -- C(t) C*(t), t ~ T, 
it follows that 
d_ 0_1( 0 + 0_1( 0 A(t) + A*(t) O-x(t) 
dt 
( 
-~-1.~_, ~t,<e,, v(t)>~eot O-l(t)- O-l(t)C(t)C*(t) 0-1(o 
I 
d 0_ 1 A*(t) 0-1(0 <~ - i + 0-1(0 n(t) + 
+ I/v(t)l!~o tr[W] 0-1(0 -- 0 ~(t) C(t) C*(t) 0-1(0 = O. 
In the first inequality, the following relation has been used: 
i=0  i=0 , 
= I1 v(t)]l~o tr[W]. 
(23) 
(24) 
~(~,  ~)-va/ued 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
i30) 
(31) 
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From (26), we have 
~c]V <~ --<u(t), {0-1(0 R(t) ~- R*(t) 0-1(t)} u(t)>~o ~< 0. (32) 
Consequently, all conditions in Theorem 2 are satisfied. 
COROLLARY. If condition (C-14) and tke following condition (C-13)' are 
satisfied, the distributed parameter system described by Eq. (20) is stockasticaUy 
controllable for any u o e ~o . 
(C-13') Tke following operator 2(ts , to) is invertible: 
z(t1' t ° )= Jii' U(t~,s)c(s)c*(s) 8*(tt , s) ds. 
Proof. From Eq. (22), since it follows that 
[' ] O(to) = 8(to, t~) ~ + ~(t~ , to) 8*qo, t~) 
> 8(to, t~) ~(t~, to) 8*(to, t~) > o, 
we have 
II 0-1(to)H ~ [l[O(to, re) ~(tf, to) 8*(t0, ts)]-* II = %- 
In this case, since % does not depend on c~¢ , we can choose the terminal value 
a I satisfying condition (C-12), for any u o ~ J~0. 
4. STOCHASTIC OBSERVABILITY FOR DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS 
Consider the distributed parameter system described by 
&( t, x) 
8t -- A ( t ,x ;  Dx)u(t,x ) -}-g(t,x,u(t, .)), ( t ,x )~T × G (33) 
with the initial data (lb) and the boundary condition (lc). Suppose that the 
system state u(t, x) and the observation process y(t, x) with the spatially dis- 
tributed disturbance are square integrable in G at each time. 
We consider the system 2~ 1represented by the following equation in ~o : 
& 
du(t) _ A(t) u(t) -~ g(t, u(t)), u(to) = u o (34) 
dt 
dy(t) = H(t) u(t) dt + ~e(t) dw(t), (35) 
where both H(t) and W(t) are the ~¢(~o, Jdf0)-valued functions on T, respec- 
tively. 
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Let ~o be the function space defined by 
G ~ {v; v e ~o,/I v II~eo ~< c}, (36) 
where C is a known constant and u o ~ ~o- 
DEFINITION 4 (Definition of stochastic observability). The distributed 
parameter system Z 1 is said to be stochastically observable in probability 1 - -  
with respect o a specified target neighborhood with L2-norm 31/2 in the time 
interval [to, t/I, if there exists a state estimate ~(t) E 3(fl o of the form (38) such 
that 
Pr{I [ a(t:) - -  u(t:)[l~o ~> 8 I } iL ~/(0) - -  u(0)]l ~ 5:o} ~<e, (37) 
where 1 >e>0.  
It should be noted that, for realizing approximately the u(t)-process, the 
following state estimate algorithm is assumed: 
d:,(t) = A(t)  ~(t) dt + g(t, :,(t)) dt 
+ ½P(t) H*(t){dy(t) --  H(t) :t(t) dt}, (38a) 
with the initial condition, 
~/(to) = z/o e 5:o, (38b) 
where ~(t) ~ ~0 is the state estimate and P(t)  is an ~q°(Yfo, ~0)-valued function 
on T. Define the error process e(t) by e(t) z~ ~(t) --  u(t). Then, from (34) and 
(38@ it follows that 
where 
de(t) = A(t)  e(t) dt + G(t, e(t)) dt - -  ½P(t) H*(t)  H(t)  e(t) dt 
- -  ½P(t) H*(t)  T(t )  dw(t), 
G(t, e(t)) = k(t, a(t)) --  k(t, u(t)). 
(39) 
(40) 
THEOREM 4. (Stochastic observability). The distributed parameter system Z 1 
is stochastically observable in probability 1 -- e with respect to a specified target 
neighborhood with L2-norm 81/3 within the time interval [to, t:], i f  the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(C-15) In the time interval T = [t o , t:], a nonnegative real functional 
V(t, e(t)) is defined and continuously differentiable in t ~ T and twice Frdchet 
differentiable in 3~ o . 
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(C=16) The real functional V(t, e(t)) satisfies the following initial and 
terminal conditions, respectively, ¢br any e ~~o , 
(41) V(to , e) <~ fioiL e i~o , 
12 V(tr, e) > ~ il e ~l~ro, (42) 
where both flo and ~I are constants, respectively, such that 
0 < 8e < PA~o. (43) 
There exists a linear bouhded and positive definite operator P(t) such (CqT) 
that, along the trajectory f Eq. (39), the following inequality holds: 
dV  ~- (~V/~t) @ (A(t) e(t) @ G(t, e(t)) -- ½P(t) H*(t) H(t) e(t), V ' )~ o 
@ ½ tr[W*(t) H(t) P(t) WV"P(t) H*(t) T(t)] ~ - -3 J IV  @ 34r2, (44) 
where M 1 and M 2 are real constants such that iV[ 1 ~ M 2 (M 2 ~ O) and 
tr[~/z*(t) H(t) P(t) WV"P(t) H*(t) T(t)] 
co 
A ~ Ai@i ' T*(t) H(t) P(t) V"P(t) H*(t) ~(t) ei)~o , (45) 
i=0 
and V' and V" are Fr&het derivatives with respect to e. 
(C-18) For the given t~ and C, the following inequality holds: 
1 
8 > ~ exp{--Ml(ty -- to) } × [4CPo ÷ exp{M2(t I - -  to) } --  1]. (46) 
Proof. Define 
W(t, e(t)) = exp{Ml(t -- to) } V(t, e(t)) @ exp{:V/2(t f - -  to) } 
--  exp(J]//z(t - -  to) }. (47) 
F rom condition (C-17), it is apparent hat 
~W(t ,  e(t)) <~ O. (48) 
Using the differential rule for stochastic integrals in ~o • It follows that 
d~{W(t, e(t)) [ ~ l! ~(0) --  u(0)[I ~ Yo} ~< Wo(to, eo), (49a) 
where 
Wo(to, eo) ~= 6¢{W(to, eo) i -} U ~(0) -- u(0)ll ~ Yo}. (49b) 
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Inequality (49) implies that W(t, e(t)) is nonnegative supermartingale and 
W(t, e(t)) follows the well-known inequality: 
Pr{W(tl, e(tl) ~ )~ ] 4 ! I] ~(0) --  u(0)l] E ~o} ~ Wo(to, eo)/h (50) 
for any h > 0. Letting 
h : fi13 exp{Ml(t s -- to)}, ` (51) 
and combining (50) with (51) and using (41) and (46), we have 
Pr{I ] e(tl)H~fe o j -  3 ] ~ ][ ~(0) -- u(0)][ ~ "Yo) 
1 
~3 exp{--Ml(tl -- t°)}[~{V(t°' e°) I ¼ [Ia(O) --  u(O)l] ~ 5¢o} 
-k exp{M2(tf --  to)} -- 1] 
1 exp{_Ml(t l  _ to)}[4CB ° + exp{M2(t I _ to)} _ t] ~ ~. 
(52) 
The proof has thus been completed. Theorem 4 states that a set of sufficient 
conditions for stochastic observability may be obtained via the existence of the 
functional V(t, e(t)). 
THEOREM 5. The distributed parameter system 2:1 is stochastically observable 
in probability 1 -- • with respect to a specified target neighborhood with L2-norm 
~1I~ within the time interval [to, t~], if condition (C-18) and the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(C-19) For the constants f30 and fls satisfying (C-18), the linear operator Q(t) 
defined by 
Q(t) = U*(t~, t) lfi f l -  f f '  U*(s, ts) H*(s) H(s) U(s, tl) ds I U(t I , t) (53) 
is invertible and satisfies the following initial condition: 
11Q(to)l]se(~o.X%) ~< flo, (54) 
where U(', ") denotes the evolution operator satisfying 
8U(s, t)/St = -- U(s, t) A(t), U(t, t) = I. (55) 
(C-20) For any ul,  u 2 ~ ~o,  the nonlinear operator h(', ") satisfies the 
following inequality: 
(h(t, ul) -- h(t, uz) , Q(t)(u 1 - uz)}ae o
M1 
- ~-<u l  - u~,  Q( t ) (u l  - u~)>~ o . (56) 
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(C-21) In the time interval T = [t o , tl], there exists a constant M 2 such that 
sup tr[T*(t) H(t)Q-l(t) WH*(t) T(t)] ~ 4M 2 . (57) 
teT 
Pro@ Define 
V(t, e(t)) = (e(t), Q(t) e(t))Wo . (58) 
Letting P(t) =- Q-l(t), it follows that 
_~iV(t, e(t)) = @(t), (OQ(t)/et) e(t))a'eo + (e(t), H*(t) H(t) e(t))a¢o 
+ 2(G(t, e(t)), Q(t) e(t))~eo 
÷ ~ tr[IP*(t) H(t) Q-l(t) WH*(t) 7~(t)]. (59) 
Noting that the linear operator Q(t) satisfies 
OQ/8t = --A*(t)Q(t)  - Q(t) A(t) + H*(t) H(t), (60) 
and taking into consideration condition (C-20) and (C-21), it follows that 
.~V ~ M1V + M 2 . (61) 
Consequently, all conditions in Theorem 4 are satisfied. 
The stochastic observability condition (C-19) is similar to the stochastic 
controllability condition (C-13) in Theorem 3. 
The relation between the stochastic observability and controllability conditions 
were obtained in (Sunahara, 1975) for a wide class of nonlinear lumped parameter 
systems described by the stochastic differential equation of It6 type. It is easy 
to verify that the conditions in Theorems 2 to 5 in this paper are reduced to 
those in (Sunahara, 1974) by changing the adjoints of linear operator used 
here for transpose of matrices. 
5. REDUCTION TO DETERMINISTIC CONTROLLABILITY CONDITIONS 
In this section, comparative discussions of the stochastic ontrollability with 
the deterministic one are developed. To do this, it is necessary to define the 
controllability in the deterministic sense. 
DEFINITION 5 (Definition of deterministic controllability). The distributed 
parameter system described by (34), where g(t, u(t)) = C(t)fa(t), is said to be 
controllable within the time interval [t o , tl] , if for any u 0 ~ ~o,  there exists a 
distributed control signal fa(t) (t c T) such that the solution of Eq. (34) satisfies, 
u(t~) ~ o, a.e. x c G. (62) 
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The following theorem is an extension of the results by Kalman (1960) and 
Slemrod (1974) to the case of infinite-dimensional systems. 
THEOREM 6. The distributed paramete r system given by Eq. (34) is controllable 
within the time interval [to, ts] , if and only if the linear operator Qo defined by 
Qo ~ u(tz , r) C(T) C*(r) u*(tl  , r) d, (63) 
is invertible, where U(', .) denotes the evolution operator generated by A('). 
Since the proof is very simple, the description of the proof is omitted. For the 
deterministic ontrollability theory, some modified definitions, and their 
necessary and sufficient conditions have been explored (Fattorini, 1967; Triggiani, 
1976). In order to examine the influences of system nonlinearities and noise 
disturbance on controllability, the following theorem is stated. 
THEOREM 7. The initial state of the distributed parameter system described by 
Eq. (20) is stochastically controllable, if, instead of condition (C-13') in the corollary, 
the following condition holds: 
(C-22) The corresponding deterministic system described by Eq. (34) to the 
stochastic system (20) is controllable within the time interval [to, tf] and the system 
(34) is time-invariant, i.e., A(t) = A, v(t) = v for t ~ T. 
Proof. In the present case, it is apparent that (Phillips, 1954) 
8(t ,  r)  = 8( t  - -  r) 
= exp{½ II v ll}co tr[W](t -- ~)} U(t -- ~r). (64) 
Hence, 
(u, ~(t i ,  to)U)J,~o 
= (~-~(t~, to) ~(t~, to)U, ~(t~, to)U)~ o 
> o exp{½ I1 v ll.~o tr[W](tl -- r)} U(t I -- r) C(r) C*(r) U*(t I -- r) 
× exp{½1 ] v II]¢o tr[W]{ts -- r)} dr] ~(t[, to)u, ~;(t I , to) U~ 
4 
× [exp{½ li v lib'co tr[W](ts -- r)} ~(ty, to)U], 
exp{½ IL v ll~ro tr[W](tl -- r)} ~(t I , to)U)ae o dr > 0. (65) 
This completes the proof. 
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From Theorem 7, in the stochastic ontrollability discussion, the relation 
between the multiplicity of the eigenvalue of d and the bounded operator C, 
which does not depend on t, can be derived easily. However, it should be noted 
that the control signal fd(t) is a feedback control. The results obtained in this 
section are summarized in Table I. 
TABLE I 
Influence of Nonlinearity and Noise Disturbance on Controllability 
Systems Sufficient conditions Control signal 
Nonlinear stochastic 
system described 
by Eq. (20) 
Linear stochastic 
system 
Linear deterministic 
system described 
by Eq. (34) 
(~-l(t)R(t) + R*(t)O-l(t) = 0 
I~o O(t~, ~)c(~)c*(~)w*(#, ~)d~ > o 
QO 
A f9 U(tl ' r)C(r)C*(r)U*(tl, r)dr > 0 J t  0 
fd(t) = -- ½C*(t)O-a(t)u(t) 
+ q(t) 
fa(t) = -- ½C*(t)O-l(t)u(t) 
fa(t) = -- C*(t) U*(tl, t) 
x Q71uo 
6. EXAMPLES 
An application of Theorem 3 is illustrated by simple examples. 
We consider a linear diffusion system modeled by 
8u(t, x) __ 82u(t, x) 
~t ~x 2
with the initial data 
+ Cfa(t, x) + O(t, x, u(t)), 
. (0,  x) = Uo(X), x e O, 
(t, x) e [0, t~] x ]0, 1[, (66) 
(67) 
and the boundary condition, 
u(t, O) = 0 
t ~ 0, ]0, t d (68) 
u(t, 1) = 0 
where 0(., -) denotes the noise disturbance which is distributed in [0, 1] and 
represented by the following stochastic integral in ~o • 
fo O(s, u(s)) ds = [ - (0  o ~] ~w(s), (69) 
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where w(t) is the a~0-valued Wiener process with covariance operator W and 
[u(t) o v] is defined by 
[u(t) o v] u 1 ~ u(t)@, ul)~o . (70) 
for any u 1 ~ ~o.  In Eq. (66), C is a linear bounded operator defined by 
1 
C(.)(,) = fo C(x, y)(.)~ dy (71) 
for any u t e ~o.  
Let  G be Green's function of the operator, 
8 
O-t -- A --  ½ II v [[~o tr[W]. (72) 
Then, G is given by 
G(t, x, r, y) ~ ~ exp{--(nZTr z -- ½ [I v 1]~¢'0 tr[W])(t -- r)} 
× sin nxrr sin nrry (73) 
and the evolution operator ~(', ") is 
1 
U(t, r)(')(~) = fo ~(t, x, r, y)(')u dy. (74) 
Using Theorem 3, the system (66) is stochastically controllable, if the integral 
operator given by 
1 ty 8(t, tl) O*(t, ts) + f~ O(t, ~) c(-o c*(~) O*(t, "0 O(t)( %) = ~-7 dr 
= l f~ ~(t, x, ti , x') [f2 0(t, x', t, , Y)( % dy] 
+ ft a(t, xa) C(xa, x2) 
(75) 
has an inverse and satisfies the initial condition for ]] u 0 Ii~o (< oo) and the 
preassigned constants E and 3. 
ExAMPL~ 1. When the kernel C(x, y) is given by 
C(x, y) = x(1 -- y) for x ~ y (76) 
y(1 - -  x) for x ,> y, 
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Q(t) given by (75) becomes 
1 fo 1 exp{--(2n2 "--H v l i>ot<Wl)(t- t,)> O(t)(%~=~ = 
× sin n~vx sin mry(')(~,) dy 
[~e [f* ~--1 1 exp{__(2n27r2 - ii v lifo t r [W] ) ( t -  r)} 
+~ L~o = 2(n~) ~ 
sin mrx sin mry(')(~) dy] dr X 
1 m 
= .Io E {An(t) -{- B~(t)} sin nrrx sin nrry(')(~) dy, (77) 
-o 
where, for t e [t o , tl), 
~ exp{--(2n27r 2 -- [1 v []~o tr[W])(t -- tf)} > 0 (78) A,~(t) A,~(t) 
tl 1 
B~(t) ~= 2(n2rr)2 exp{--(2 n2rr~ -- II v [1~o tr[W])(t -- r)} dr > 01 (79) 
It may readily be verified that, if and only if u(t, x) = 0, then, in [0, t,] × [0, 1], 
it follows that 
O(t) ~(t, x) = o (a.e.). (80) 
Hence, Q(t) has an inverse and for the initial state JI uo ila~ o and the constants 
and 8, we can select he @-1 such that !!Q(t)liar ° ~ ~o < e98e/ll Uo I]~ o • Suppose 
that 
fa(t) = --½C*(t) O-~(t) u(t) 
ftl ~= Bn(t)} -1 = -- ½C(x) {An(t ) -~- 
0 =1 
× sin nrrx sin mryu(t, y) dy. (81) 
Thus, it is apparent hat the system (66) is stochastically controllable. 
EXAMPLE 2 .  
64S/34/4-7 
Let the kernel C(x, y) in (75) be 
c(x ,y )  ~(x - y) ,  (82) 
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where ~ is Dirac's delta function. With (82), the integral operator given by (75) 
becomes 
~(t)(')(~) = fl {A~(t) -~- B~(t)) sin mrx sin nxy(.)~ dy. 
n=l 
(83) 
Hence, it may readily be concluded that the system (67) is stochastically control- 
lable. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
In the framework of functional analysis, definitions of the stochastic observa- 
bility and controllability have been given. Several theorems were established 
which give sufficient conditions for the stochastic observability and controllability 
within the preassigned finite control interval. 
In Table I, it is worthwhile to emphasize that 
(1) In order to control the system state of nonlinear distributed parameter 
systems, the corresponding linear systems hould be controllable. 
(2) The control signal for nonlinear distributed parameter systems 
consists of two parts: One is the control signal for the corresponding linear 
systems and the other is to reflect he nonlinearity contained in the system to the 
control signal configuration. 
(3) In order to assert the controllability ofstochastic distributed parameter 
systems, the corresponding deterministic systems hould be controllable with 
respect o every initial state and the control interval. 
APPENDIX: PRoo~ oF THEOREM 1 
Consider the integral equation in ~0 as 
~(t) = u(t, to) Uo + f~ u(t, S) ~(s, V(S)) ds 
to 
+ f t U(t, s) ¢(s, v(s)) aw(s), t ~ T. (84) 
t o 
By hypotheses (H-I) and (H-2), both Bochner and stochastic integrals .in 
Eq. (84) are well defined for any 3~0-valued stochastic process atisfying condi- 
tions (C-l) to (C-5). Using the continuity of operators U(', "), h(-, ") and following 
the same manner as described in (Doob, 1953), it is easy to verify that Eq. (84) 
has a unique solution satisfying conditions (C-2) to (C-5). 
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Define 
t--'r 
u~(t) A= ~.1, ° v(,, s) ~(~, v(O) as 
"~--7" 
@ f U(t, s) gO(s, v(s)) dw(s) for r ~ t (85a) 
~o 
=~ 0. otherwise (85b) 
Hypothesis (H-l) implies that A(t) and Bochner and stochastic integrals are 
commutative for each t e T (Yoshida, 1968). Furthermore, invoking Fubini-like 
tt~eorems on the Bochner integral (Phillips, 1954) and stochastic integral (Curtain 
and Falb, 1970), it follows that 
A(s) . /s)  ds = Jto 
~t--r (ft)t+r A(s) U(s, ~) go(C, ~(~)) as) dw(~), + J,o w.p.1. (86) 
By using property (ii) stated in hypothesis (H-I), Eq. (86) may be expressed by 
where 
to 
t- -r  
~t  o "~#+r 
- z~(C + ~-, v(~ + ~-))] ds ,~ 
fTJj h a= A(s) W(s, ~ + .) O(~ +. ,  v(~ + ~)) as ~w(~) 0 -k~- 
fT-f h ~ A(s) U(s, ~ + ~)[u(~ +. ,  ~) ~(~, v(~)) t o * ¢+r  
Using the property of the evolution operator U(t, to) ,
u(t, to) - z = £ A(~) U(s, to) as, 
to 
(87) 
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we have 
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[U(t, ~ + ~) ~(~ + ~, ~(~ + ~)) -- g(~ + ~, v(~ + ~))] de 
i~ = ~o-~ [u(t, ~) r,(~, v(~)) - u(t, ~ + .~) ~(~ + ~-, ~(~ + -o) 
- u(~ + ~-, ~) ~(~, v(~)) + ~(~ + ~, ~(~ + ~))] a~ 
z~ = [o -~ [u(t, ~ + ~) ¢(~ + ~, ~(~ + ~)) - ¢(~ + ~, ~(~ + ~))] a~(~) 
z~ = ~ iv(t, ~) ¢(~, ~(~)) - u(t, ~ + .~) ,~(~ + ~, v(~ + -0) 
to 
- u(t, ~) ¢(~, ~(~)) + ¢(~ + ~, v(~ + ~-))] aw(~). 
Then, it follows that 
ffoA(S) U.~(s) ds = I5 416 417 418 419 ~- Ilo , 
~he~e 
,5 ~ ~/o -~ ~ ~) ~(~ v(~)~ 
to 
Z~9 ~ f)_~ U(~ + ~, ~) ¢($, ~(~)) ~w(~). 
Noting that s- l im~ oI~ = s-lim~o IlO = O, we have 
A(~) u~(s) a~ = U(t, ~) ~(s, ~(s)) d~ + U(t, ~) ~(s, ~(0) ,Zw(s) 
t o co 
-- ~)o f~(s, v(s)) ds - ~)o Cp(s, v(s)) dw(s) ÷ 0(~), w.p.1 (88) 
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On the other hand, since Eqs. (84) and (85) imply that 
fin~ ]l u,(t) -- v(t) + U(t, to) u o Hwo = O, w.p.1 
for any t ~ T, it follows that 
s-lim,~0 £o A(s) u,(s) ds = to A(s)[V(s) --  U(s, to) u0] ds 
t 
I' A(s) v(s)d,- f, ~(s) ~(s, o)~s,,o 
• 0 0 
£~ A(O V(s) as + u(t, to) .o Uo, 
to 
Combining Eqs. (84) and (88) with (90), we have 
t 
+ 
t, 
+ £ 45(s, v(s)) dw(s) + u o = v(t), t e T, 
to 
Thu~, we may conclude that Eq. (8) has a solution. 
In order to prove the uniqueness of the solution, in ~,  we consider 
~ t 
,..(t) = .o + £to &(') .,~(s) as + f,o &'  u~,(sT) ,::;, 
t 
4- f~ ~b(s, u~(s)) dw(s), t e T, 
o 
where A > 0 and 
1 --1 
A~(,7 ~= A(t) ( ; -  ~ A(,)) , 
w.p.1. 
w.p.1. 
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(89) 
(90) 
(91) 
(92) 
By the boundness of operator Aa(t ) for any A > 0 (Kato, 1961), it may be proved 
that Eq. (92) has a unique solution. 
To prove the uniqueness of Eq. (8), define %(0 ~ u(t) -- Ua(t), where u(t) is 
solution to Eq. (8) and noting that va(to) = 0. Then we have 
l l 1 %(0 = Ua(t, s )~ I -  \ I - -  x *')) ) . )  
to  
+ u~(t, s)(~(s, .(s)) - ~(s, u,(s))) ds 
to 
+ Ua(t, s)(e(s, u(s)) --  ~(s, ua(s))) dw(s), (94) 
t o 
t e T. (937 
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where Ua(t , s) is a bounded evolutioa operator generated by A~(t) defined by (93). 
Equation (94) becomes 
sup LI v~(t)lb~e0 
~eT 
+ 
+ 2 sup f u~(t, ,)(~(~, u(s)) - ~( , ,  u~(s)) dw(s) . (95) 
t,~T ato 
Then, for A ~ o% 
X A($)) )A($)u(s) 2 ds t a/10(~) --~ 0. (96) 
n o Y 
Hence, there exist constants C 1 andC~ such that 
where the martingale inequality has been used in (98). From Eqs. (95), (96), and 
(97), it follows that 
teT 
tj, : 
/lo(h) + (C1 + C2) ( #{sup tlva(s)[f ~} ds. (99) 
J t  0 s~r  
Invoking Grownwell-Bellman's inequality, we have 
#{sup v~(t)ll~eo} ~< 11o(~) exp((Ct + C2)(t --  to)) ~ 0 (~ --~ oo). (100) 
t~T  
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Let  u(t) and v(t) be solutions to Eq. (8) respectively. Equat ion (100) implies that, 
for any real number  e > 0, 
Pr{sup ]] u(t) - -  v(t)[]~ 0 > e} ~< 4 o~{sup [1 va(t)ltae0, - *  0 (A oo). (10l) 
teT ~ t~'T 
Hence, the solution to Eq. (8) is uniquely determined by the initial data, as was 
to be proved. 
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